The literature offers many descriptions of the benefits of using DSLs, including improved development productivity, flexibility, maintainability, and separation of business and technical aspects. For instance, Don Batory and his colleagues report on their use of DSLs to implement a command-and-control simulator. Their case study demonstrated added development productivity and flexibility with respect to a Java implementation. Arie van Deursen and Paul Klint reported using a DSL in the financial engineering domain with an emphasis on added maintainability. Finally, Satish Chandra and his colleagues and Scott Thibault and his colleagues discuss case studies in which they used DSLs to implement video device drivers and distributed cache coherence protocols, respectively, demonstrating the benefits of separating technical aspects from business logic. However, in spite of all this work, little evidence supports the applicability of DSLs in large-scale information systems development. This article addresses that gap by reporting on a successful case study in which DSLs served as a customs information system’s backbone.

Cybernetica AS’s Customs Engine comprises several subsystems built on a componentized platform via domain-specific languages, enabling a highly iterative and reuse-oriented development method.
customs procedures. CuE follows service-oriented architecture (SOA) principles, meaning its subsystems send notification messages and implement services that other applications can call.

These subsystems have functional and technical similarities, so we adopted a software product line engineering approach to take advantage of them. Our decision to use DSLs in developing CuE was based on the following concerns:

- Because of the significant variability among different CuE subsystems, the platform's components must be highly flexible and configurable.
- CuE implements sizable and complex legislation and working procedures that change over time, so it's important to implement processing rules in a way that provides a clear overview of what the system does. Preferably, updating the rules shouldn't require additional programming, rebuilding, or restarting the system.

When we started designing the first subsystems, we anticipated the complex and volatile nature of the business logic required for verifying the correctness of submitted customs documents (together with checks to external registries and calculation of some fields, such as taxes). This complexity stems from the fact that customs is very heavily regulated in the EU, with extensive standards and regulations concerning each type of document. The volatility comes from two sources. First, the EU requirements were new both to us and the domain specialists in Estonian Customs (we started building CuE shortly after Estonia's accession to the EU). This implied iterative development of the business logic with continuous user feedback to ensure that system functionality corresponded to actual working procedures. Second, both legislation and customs procedures change over time, implying that the system must maintain verification rule histories (older documents are verified by rules in effect at the time the document was originally submitted).

We chose to encapsulate the document verification logic into a separate component that receives the document to be checked (in XML format) and returns a list of verification results (errors, warnings, or tasks for the customs officer). Verification rules aren't hard-coded into the component—rather, they're programmed in a DSL. The verification component contains an implementation of the document verification DSL. Although it could have been possible to implement this component using an off-the-shelf rule engine (such as Drools; www.jboss.org/drools), we decided to implement a custom document verification language based on the following considerations:

- We predicted that the amount of verification rules would be very large (each subsystem has its own set of verification rules), so the ease of rule development might offset the costs of developing a custom verification rule language.
- Upon analyzing the rules, we discovered that most of them follow one of a few recurring patterns. We therefore decided to implement direct support for these patterns so that, for simple rules, the system did the “right thing” automatically.
- We wanted to have tight integration among the user interface for document creation, the verification module, and the other verification steps (such as simply checking the presence of mandatory fields or whether a field's value belonged to the correct code list). This tight integration lets the user interface provide precise visual feedback about fields containing verification errors or warnings.

Building on our experience, we started structuring most of our main components into two layers: the higher layer has a formal specification of what the component does (written in a high-level DSL), and the lower layer is the DSL's implementation. Our aim was to make the specifications in the higher layer concise, human-readable, and nontechnical.

In general, our primary goal wasn't to make the executable specification so detailed that it fully captured the component's behavior. When trying to create comprehensive DSLs, we often encountered some extremely complicated cases that required a powerful and complex language that would have resembled a general programming language and thus sacrificed most of the advantages gained by focusing on a specific domain. Therefore, instead of trying to express all the details via a DSL, we followed an 80-20 approach and focused on brevity and clarity. We used the DSL to give an overview of the component's behavior (describing its “essence”) and solved the complicated corner cases by implementing them in Java and calling the Java code from the DSL. This kept our DSLs simple and readable.

### Domain-Specific Languages in CuE

CuE relies on a DSL that can express document verification rules in the customs domain (namely, Burula) and several configuration DSLs.
Figure 1. A simple verification rule. A natural language would express it as “If the goods are unpacked (indicated by using codes NE–unpacked, NF–unpacked, 1 item, or NG–unpacked, several items), then the number of pieces field must be filled in.”

*Burula*

We used the Burula programming language to specify rules for verifying the correctness of the documents submitted to the system. The input to the verification process is the document in XML format, and the output is a list of verification errors; each error contains a human-readable description and the erroneous value’s location.

Burula is the result of several years of iterative development. The team that developed the CuE designed the initial versions in an ad hoc manner, without much knowledge about what the verification rules would require. We based the development on our own experience with other verification languages, which helped us optimize for the most common case.

The most typical type of correctness check concerns dependencies between fields, following the pattern “if field X contains value ‘foo,’ field Y must contain value ‘bar’” (where ‘foo’ and ‘bar’ can be sets of possible values or simply a value’s presence or absence). Roughly 80 to 90 percent of all checks fall into this group—the rest of the verification involves comparing the submitted document with other data, such as previous versions of the same document, licenses, permits, various reference data, and so on. This other data usually resides in other systems and must be queried via various interfaces.

When designing Burula, we intended for analysts and domain specialists at the customs board to write or modify the verification rules. From this goal, we derived the following main requirements for the verification rules language:

- The rules must be structurally similar to the rules expressed in a natural language.
- The rules must contain a minimal amount of technical information—for example, referring to document fields must be possible without spelling out the exact location of fields (the user can use `packages` instead of `declaration.goodItem.packages`). Additionally, iteration over repeated elements should occur transparently.
- The language must have strong static type checking.

Figure 1 contains an example of a business rule written in Burula. A natural language would express this rule as “If the goods are unpacked (indicated by using codes NE–unpacked, NF–unpacked, 1 item, or NG–unpacked, several items), then the number of pieces field must be filled in.” (For packed goods, the declarant fills the `numberOfPackages` field instead.) Note that this check applies to all the package descriptions in all the goods items of the declaration.

This rule takes advantage of Burula’s implicit iteration. The Burula implementation automatically iterates over all the goods items and all the package descriptions inside those items; it also applies the predicate `is-unpacked-goods` only to the package description that the rule currently examines. Moreover, this example shows how Burula tries to enforce good writing style by restricting rule complexity: the rule author can’t use the condition on the `kindOfPackages` field directly as part of the rule and must instead write it as a separate predicate, ensuring that it will have a name (and thus contain information about its purpose).

Figure 2 shows a more complicated rule that checks whether the export movement’s itinerary contains more than one country. `XmlEcs` is the name of the root element of the XML document representing an export report. It indicates that this rule’s scope is the whole document (as opposed to the example in Figure 1, where the scope is one package description). Additionally, the Burula implementation can use it to determine the verification error’s location (all the generated verification errors contain pointers to the field containing the error).

To provide performance comparable to writing rules in Java, Burula compiles its source files to Java bytecode (class files). An additional benefit is improved integration with the rest of the system—for example, it’s easy to call Burula programs from Java code and Java methods from Burula. The Burula implementation performs the helper function calls in the same execution context as the rest of the system and the Burula rule. Compiled Burula
programs are saved in a database and loaded when the system runs the verification rules, which lets the rule author modify those rules without restarting the system.

The Burula toolset is currently quite Spartan and consists of the following items:

■ a Burula compiler and runner embedded in each CuE subsystem;
■ a stand-alone compiler for testing verification rules; and
■ a text editor (vim; www.vim.org) configured with syntax highlighting support for the Burula language.

The rule author creates and manages the business rules offline by using a standard text editor and Subversion for version management. Initially, we experimented with embedding the rule-editing functionality into the CuE user interface, but we found that our Web-based tools were inconvenient for this purpose and that standard tools were best for version control.

Configuration DSLs

The document verification part of the system contains a bulk of application-dependent business logic. For these parts, we can justify creating a complex, special-purpose DSL implementation, especially if several subsystems built on the same platform can share the implementation costs. We used several smaller configuration DSLs to customize each CuE subsystem’s platform components. Compared to the document verification module, these components had some important differences:

■ The configuration DSL programs are simpler and contain far fewer rules than Burula programs.
■ Although verification rules are almost entirely derived from external specifications and user requirements, configuration DSLs often express technical concerns, such as how to configure a messaging component. Also, configuration DSL expressions are less likely to change during the project’s life.
■ Configuration DSL expressions are written by technical people, so there’s less emphasis on friendly syntax.

Because CuE had many small configuration DSLs, we had to keep the cost of developing each individual language low. We couldn’t afford to implement custom compilers for each one, so we decided to implement the languages via a templating engine to generate Java code or XML configuration files. This approach has several benefits:

■ We can reuse existing Java compilers and tools, thus lowering implementation cost.
■ We inherit features from Java, so by cleverly using Java types in the generated code, we could use Java type checker to verify a DSL program’s correctness.
■ We can embed Java statements and expressions inside DSL code, which makes the DSL relatively simple and able to support the most important cases. For complex corner cases, we can use Java directly.
■ Files input to the templating engine share the same base syntax, which simplifies learning the next configuration DSL.

We reused a previously developed in-house templating engine called Templater that has good performance, support for Java code generation, and good integration with our build system.

Figure 3 shows how Templater works. Basically, the template matches elements in the input file, which contains a program in a DSL, and generates parts of the output file using the
Figure 4. Document-editing screen and its corresponding domain-specific language code. The DSL code describes the layout of the screen.

Our Experiences

Our overall experience in using DSLs, based on four years of developing and maintaining CuE, is quite positive. CuE subsystems are quite small in code size—typically 5,000 to 25,000 lines of code (including all the code written in DSLs)—and the platform itself is roughly 100,000 lines of code. We attribute the small size to extensive reuse and a raised level of abstraction (we coded parts of the system in high-level DSLs).

From a software architecture standpoint, our extensive use of DSLs forced us to separate the system into “business” and “technical” parts and define explicit interfaces between them. This clearly separated them and let us change one part of the system without noticeably affecting the other. Our experience building CuE also showed that although we could reuse roughly half the platform components simply by instantiating platform classes and calling methods, we had to parameterize the other half with code. The required code was often quite technical and consisted of several related classes and methods, but by using DSLs, we could generate this complicated code from a concise and human-readable DSL program, facilitating platform component reuse.

Besides its impact on the technical architecture, DSLs also influenced the way we work. One notable change is that much of detailed programming work transferred from programmers to analysts, which led to a quicker and more iterative development cycle. Analysts could now directly try out rules and screen descriptions, receiving immediate feedback to their work. Requiring them to specify requirements in a formal language also forces them to think through rules and procedures. If they wrote down analysis results as human-readable documents, the team would only discover the errors, inconsistencies, and lack of details during programming or even later. Moreover, the shift to using DSLs has impacted the amount of documentation analysts produce. Because they now implement some of the functionality themselves, the programs written in DSL become (formal and executable) documentation of the system’s behavior. However, although this makes the representation clearer and more precise, client representatives who don’t have a technical background can’t easily understand these formal descriptions. Moreover, because such descriptions focus on the “what” or the “how” rather than the “why,” there is still a need for human-readable documentation to give a nontechnical overview of the system’s functionality and a rationale of key design decisions.

One (purported) advantage of using DSLs is the ability to involve domain experts in the system’s design process. This was also our initial intention when building CuE—for example, we specifically designed Burula with nontechnical
end users in mind. Our initial plan foresaw that our analysts would create the initial set of rules and, from that point forward, domain experts at customs would take over rule development. However, when we held training sessions for rule writing, we found that this plan wasn’t practical. Users struggled with even the most basic concepts of computer programming (such as a need to express themselves in a very formal, constrained language). We found it more cost-effective to train our own business analysts (who have a more technical background than the end users) rather than training a larger pool of domain experts who didn’t have any IT background. Fortunately, after our analysts wrote the verification rules, the domain experts were able to read and sometimes even modify them.

One practical issue that we encountered was that of tool support for our DSLs. By definition, DSLs aren’t mainstream languages and therefore lack the high-end tools created for more popular options, such as Java. Because CuE contained several DSLs, we couldn’t spend many resources on creating specialized tools for each language, so we added syntax highlighting support for a few common editors instead of integrated development environment-style tools with full support for auto-completion, real-time syntax error detection, integrated debugging, and so on. This frustrated some programmers who felt that writing DSL programs with a standard text editor wasn’t as convenient as writing the same functionality in Java, although the latter might be longer and potentially less readable. Although tool support for visual DSLs based on the concepts of model-driven engineering has received significant attention, this support is yet to be fully transposed to textual DSLs in the Java environment. Efforts in this direction are under way, but at the time the CuE project started, their level of maturity wasn’t sufficient to warrant their use in a production environment.

The most important DSL in CuE was Burula. The amount of effort spent on developing it (creating specifications, programming the compiler and runtime, integrating Burula into CuE subsystems, creating a toolset) was roughly four man-months, with the cost shared among six CuE subsystems. A moderately complex CuE subsystem has roughly 100 to 150 verification rules, most derived from EU specifications. Developing the 131 verification rules for the ECS subsystem took approximately 2.5 man-weeks, primarily spent learning Burula, reading and analyzing the data model and specifications on data constraints, and writing and testing the rules.

The DSL approach gave us positive results, with benefits clearly outweighing costs. Although we spent extra effort developing the DSLs, it helped us achieve a high level of reuse and a flexible, maintainable system. Based on our experience, I would suggest that the DSL approach is most beneficial in projects that

- have a complex, frequently changing business logic;
- are sufficiently large so that the team can use DSLs created in the project in several places; and
- have specialized developers and tools for efficiently building DSL support.

Our work on CuE’s development continues, with goals for further research including performing more formal usability analysis to determine which language characteristics make more sense for nontechnical users and improving the existing level of tool support. We plan to pursue this by exploiting ongoing research in the field of model-driven engineering and adapting it to deal more effectively with textual DSLs and combinations of visual and textual DSLs.
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